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The Commission has Issued the enclosed Amendment No. 7 to Facility 
License No. DPR-19 for Dresden Unit 2. This amendment includes 
Change No. 33 to the Technical Specifications and is in response 
to your request dated August 27, 1974, and supplements thereto 
dated October 10 and 22, November 7 and 22 and December 5, 1974.  

This amendment authorizes operation of Dresden Unit 2 using a partial 
reload containing 7 x 7 and 8 x 8 fuel assemblies, deletes the 
restriction imposed by Amendment 5, Change 31 for operation with 
8 x 8 fuel and approves technical specification changes related to 
(1) the reload, (2) the core thermal safety limit, and (3) limiting 
safety system settings, limiting conditions of operation, and 
surveillance requirements related to fuel cladding integrity.  

Copies of the related Safety Evaluation and the Federal Register 
Notice are also enclosed.  

Sincerely, 
*0A4!ia -Sl~tA 

� Dennis L. Ziemann, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #2 
Directorate of Licensing
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1. Amendment No. 7 

w/Change No. 33 
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Cownowealth Edison Company

cc w/encls: 
John W. Rowe,, Esquire 
Isham, Lincoln & Beale 
Counselors at Law 
One First National Plaza 
Chicago, Illinois 60670 

Morris Public Library 
604 Liberty Street 
Morris, Illinois 60451 

Anthony Z. Roisman, Esquire 
Berlin, Roisman and Kessler 
1712 N Street, N. W.  
Washington, D. C. 20036 

Chairman, Board of Supervisors 
of Grundy County 

Grundy County Courthouse 
Morris, Illinois 60450 

cc w/encls and filings dtd 10/22/74, 11/7 & 22/74 and 12/5/74: 
Mr. Leroy Stratton 
Bureau of Radiological Health 
Ill1nois Department of Public Health 
Springfield, Illinois ..62706 

Mr. Gary Williams 
Federal Activities Branch 
Environmental Protection Agency 
1 N. Wacker Drive, Room 822 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 
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COMIONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY 

DOCKET NO. 50-237 
DRESDEN MLEB -POER. STATION UNIT 2 

AMENDMENT TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE 

Amendment No. 7 
License No. DPR-19 

1. The Atomic Energy Commission (the Commission) has found that: 

A. The application for amendment by Commonwealth Edison Company (the licensee) dated August 27, 1974 and supplemented by filings dated October 10 and 22, November 7 and 22 and December 5, 1974, comply with the standards and requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the Act), and the Commission's rules and regulations set forth in 10 CFR 
Chapter 1; 

B. The facility will operate in conformity with the application, the provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of 
the Commission; 

C. There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities authorized by this amendeent can be conducted without endangering the health and safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities will be conducted in compliance with the Coramissionms regulations; 

D. The issuance of this amendeent will not be inimical to the common defense and security or to the health and safety of 
the public; and 

E. No request for a hearing or petition for leave to intervene 
was filed following notice of the proposed action on 
October 30, 1974, (39 FR 38274).  

2. Accordingly, the licerse is amended by a change to the Technical Specifications as indicated in the attachment to this license amendment and Facility License No. DPR-19 is hereby amended by deleting Paragraph 3.F, and by changing Paragraph 3.B to read 
as follows: 

OFIEN ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------

SURNAME I .............  

E---- - -------------- 

--------------------- DATE - ..---
I.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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B. Technical Specifications

The Technical Specifications contained in Appendix A.  
as revised, are hereby incorporated in the license.  
The licensee shall operate tVe facility in accordance 
with the Technical Specifications, as revised by issued 
changes thereto through Change No. 33.  

3. This license amendment Is effective as of the date of its issuance.  

FOR THE ATOMIC ENERGY C OWISSION 

bri~iala 69eqvte b4 

'R*ojf S. 300c 
"-&r A. Giwbusso, Deputy Director 

for Reactor Projects 
Directorate of Licensing 

Attachet: 
Change No. 33 to the 

Technical Specifications 

Date of Issuance: DEC 26 1974

OFFICEp 
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A-TAC.HMET TO LIEN. i~4 itWiT NO. 7 

2H NGE .. 33 TO THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

FACILITY OERATING LICENSENO. OPR-19

Delete pages 2, 4, 5. 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 14, 16, 16A* 17, 18, 20, 21, 
22, 34, 48, 818, 81C, and 85B from the Technical Specifications and insert the attached replacement pages bearing the same number(s) and 
the additional page 5A. The changed areas on the revised pages are 
shown by a marginal line.
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and abnorwal situations can be safely 
controlled.  

I. Limiting Safety Svstcm " Sethi (,SSS) - Tho 
limiting safety system settings arc settings on 
instrumentation which initiate the automatic 
protective action at a level such that the, safety 
limits will not be exceeded. The region 
between th'e safety limit and these settings 
represents margin with normal operation lying 
below these settings. The margin has been 
established so that with proper operation of the 
instrumentation the safety limits will never be 
exceeded.  

J. Limiting Total Peak Factor - The 
Limiting Total Peaking Factor (LTPF) 
is the lowest Total Peaking Factor which 
limits a fuel type to a Linear Heat 
Generation Rate (LHGR) corresponding 
to the operating limit at 100% power.  

K. Logic System Functional Test - A logic sys
tem functional test means a test of all relays 
and contacts of a logic circuit from sensor 
to activated device to insure all components 
are operable per design intent. Where possi
ble, action will go to completion, i.e., pumps 
will be started and valves opened.  

L. Minimum Critical Heat Flux Ratio (MCHFR) 
The lowest in-core ratio of critical heat flux 
(that heat flux which results in transition 
boiling) to the actual heat flux.  

M. Mode - The reactor mode is that which is 
established by the mode-selector-switch.  

N. Operable - A system or component shall be 
considered operable when it is capable of 
performing its intended function in its re
quired manner.

o. Operatirn - Operating mezns that a syst-em 
or component is performing its intended 
functions in its required manner.  

P. Operating Cycle - Interval between the end 

of one refueling outage and the end of the 

next sulosequent refueling outage.

Q. lPrima ry (ontajimtrient litegrity 1Primary 
contai meAnt integrity men as that the drywell 
and pressure Suppression chamber are intact 
and all of the following conditions are satisfied: 

1. All manual containment isolation valves on 
lines connecting to the reactor coolant sys-, 
tern or containment which are not required 
to be open during accident conditions are 
closed.  

2. At least one door in each airlock is closed 
and sea led.  

3. All automatic containment isolation valves 
are operable or deactivated in the isolated 
position.  

4. All blind flanges and manways are closed.  

R. Protective InstrumenaLtion l)efinitions 

1. Instrument Channel - An instrument chan
nel meians an a rrangement of a sensor and 
auxiliary equipment required to generate 

and transmit to a trip system a single trip 
signal related to the plant parameter 
monitored by that instrument channel.
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Y. Secondary Containment Inte(grity - Secondary 
containment integrity means that the reactor 
building is intact and the following conditions 
are met: 

1. At least one door in each access opening 
is closed.  

2. The standby gas treatment system is 
operable.  

3. All automatic ventilation system isolation 
valves are operable or are secured in the 
isolated position.  

Z. Shutdown - The reactor is in a shutdown con
dition when the reactor mode switch is in the 
shutdown mode position and no core alterations 
are being performed. When the mode switch.is 
placed in the shutdown.ppsition, a reactor 
scram is initiated, power to the control rod 
drives is removed, and the reactor protec
tion system trip systems are de-energized.  

1. Hot Shutdown means conditions as above 
with reactor coolant temperature greater 
than 2120F.  

2. Cold Shutdown means conditions as above 
with reactor coolant temperature equal 
to or less than 212°F.

AA. Siflajj1fl('(Id Automat ic Actuation - Simulated 
automatic actuation means applying a simfu

lated signal to the sensor to actuate the cir

cuit in question.  

BB. Total Peaking Factor - The Total Peaking 
Factor (TPF) is the highest product of 

radial, axial, and local peaking factors 

simultaneously operative at any segment 

of fuel rod.  

CC. Transition Boiling - Transition boiling means 

the boiling regime between nucleate and film 

boiling. Transition boiling is the regime in 

which both nucleate and film boiling occur 

intermittently with neither type being com

pletely stable.

3
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1. 1 SAFEIY:\ I.IMIT 2.1 LIMi'IING SAI,':T\Y \ST'IfM sE:TiTING

1.. FUEL CLADDING INTEGRITY\ 

App!licabi lity: 

Applies to the interrelated variables associpxted 
with fuel thermal behavior.  

Objective: 

To establish limits below which the integrity of the 
.fuel cladding is preserved.  

Specification: 

A. When the reactor pressure is greater than 600 
1psig the cowbination of recirculation flow and 
reactor thermal power-to-xwater shall not cx
ceed the limit shown in Figure 1. 1. 1. The 
safety limit is exceeded when the recirculation 
flow and thermal power-to--watcr conditions 
result in a point above or to the left of the 
limit line.  

":B. When the reactor pressure is less than 600, 
* psig or recirculation flow is less than 5",- of 

desig-, tlý- reactor thermal power-to-water 
shall not exceed 4G0 MW(t).  

C. 1. The neutron flux shall not exceed the 
S .scram setting established in Specification 

* 2. 1. A for longer than 1. 5 seconds as 
indicated by the process computer.  

* 2. "When the process computer is out of ser
. vice, this safety limit shall be assumed 

to be exceeded if the neutron flux exceeds

2.1 FUEL CLADDING INTEGRITY
'/

Applicability: 

Applies to trip settings of the instruments and devices 
which are provided to prevent the reactor system 
safety limits from being exceeded.  

Objcctive: 

To define the level of the process variables at which 
automatic protective action is initiated to prevent the 
safety limits from being exceeded.  

Specifica tion: 

The limiting safety' system settings shall be as 
specified below: 

A. Neutron Flux Scram 

1. APRI - When the reactor mode switch is 
in the run position, the APRPM flux scram 
setting shall be as shown in Figure 
2.1.1 unless the combination of power and 
peak LHGR is above the curve in 
Figure 2.1.2. When the combination of 
power and peak LHGR is above the 
curve in Figure 2.1.2 a scram setting(s) 
as given by: [.  

wTPF 
where :

S = setting in per cent of rated power 
W = recirculation loop flow in per cent 

of rated flow

33 
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--------- IMT2.1 LIMITING SPFETY SYSTEM SETWING.  

l SAFETY LIMIT 

, 

TPP w LTF17 unless the coLbinatiOn of pc-.,2r 

and peak LIIGR is above the curve 

in Figure 2.1-2 at which point the 33 

actual peaking factor value shall be 

LTPF 3.05 for 7 x 7 fuel 

LTPF 3.01 for 8 x 8 fuel 

2. APPJ4 - When the reactor mode switch is in 

t-0 stt--uo/hot standby pcsition, the 

APF 1 scran shall be set at less than or 

equal to 15% of rated neutrcn fluf1x.  

.4
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1.1 SAFETY LIMIT 
I 2.1 LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTING 

.4-

the scram setting established by Specifi
cation 2. 1. A and a control rod scram 
does not occur.  

D. hcrnnever the reactor is in the shutdown 
condition with irradiated fuel in the reactor 
vessel, the water level shall not be less than 
that corresponding to 12 inches above the top 
of the active fuel when it is seated in the core.

B.

3. IRIM - The IRM flux scram setting shall be_ 
set at less than or equal to 120/125 of 
full scale.  

AMM' Rod Block - The APRK rod block setting 
shall be as shown in Figure 2.1.1 unless the 
combination of power and peak LHGR is above 
the curve in Figure 2.1.2. When the combina
tion of power and peak LHGR is above the 
curve in Figure 2.1.2 a rod block trip setting 
(SRB) as given by:

SRB < [.65W + 43] rLTPF1 

LTPFJ

where: 

the definitions used for the APRM scram 
trip apply.  

C. reactor Low Water Level Scram setting shall be 
-143" above the top of the active fuel at normal 

operating conditions..  

D. Reactor Low Low Water Level ECCS initiation 
shall be'S3" ('4..) above the top of the active fuel 
at normal operating conditions..

E. Turbine Stop Valve Scram shall be -s1O(, valve 
closure from full open.  

F. Generator Load Rejection Scram shall initiate 
Upon actuation of the fast closure solenoid valves 
which trip the turbine control valves.

G. .Main S1eamline Isolation Valve C-losure Scram 
shalt be :510% valve closure from full open.

I "
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31 TOTAL PEAKING FACTOR -e LTPF 1000 psisv 
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is based on a pressure of 1235 psig. In no case is 
reactor pressure ever expected to exceed 125(0 psig, 
and therefore, th) curves will cover aIll operating 
conditions with mere interpolation. If reactor pres
sure should ever exceed 1250 psig during power 
operation, it would be assumied that the safety limit 
has been violated. For pressures between 600 psig, 
which is the lowest pressure used in the critical 
heat flux data, and 10o0) psig, the upper curve is 
applicable with increased margin.  

The power shape assumed in the calculation of 

these curves was based on design limits and results 

13 I in a Limiting Total Peaking Factor (LTPF). For 
any peaking of smaller magnitude, the curves are 

conservative. The actual power distribution in 
the core is established by specified control rod 
sequences and is monitored continuously by the 

in-core Local Power Range Monitor (LPRM) System.  
However, to maintain applicability of the safety 
limit curve, the safety limit-will be lowered 

according to the equation given on Figure 1.1.1 
in the rate event of power operation with a 

33 total peaking factor in excess of the Limiting 
Total Peaking Factor.  

The feedwater temperature assumed was the maxi
mum design temperature output of the feedwater 

heaters at the given pressures and flows which is 

348°F for rated thermal power. For any lower feed

water temperature, subcooling is increased and the 

curves are conservative.  

The water level assumed in the calculation of the 

safety limit was that level corresponding to the 

bottom of the steam separator skirt (0" on the level 

instrument and approximately 12' above the top of 

the active fuel). This point is below the water level

The values of the parameters involved in Figure 1. 1. 1 
can be determined from information availaible in the 
control room. lact oi'or pressure aind flow are recorded 
and the AVe'e:1ge I'ower Hiange Monitor (AP1M) in-core 

nuclear inst ru mentation is enlibrated to read in terms 
of percent rated power.  

.'The range in pressure and flow used for Specification 
1.1.A was 600 psig to 1250 psig and 55; to 1005,,res
pectively. Specification 1. 1. B provides a reoui re
ment on l)o\er level when operating below 600 psig or 
5'1 flow. In general, Specification 1. 1. B will only be 
applicable during startup, hot standby, or shutdown 
of the plant. A review of all the applicable low pres
sure anrd low flow data (1. 2) has shown the lowest 
data point for transition boiling to have a heat flux of 
1.1.1, 000 Iltu/hr/ft 2 . To assure a)plicability to the 
Dresden 3 fuel geohietr ' and provide some margin, a 
factor of 1/2 was used to obtain the critical heat flux; 
i.e., critical heat flux was assumed to occur for 
these conditions at 72, 000 Btu/hr/ft 2 . Assuming a 
peaking factor of 3. 0, this is eouivnlent to a core 
average power Of 460 MW(t), (18% of rated) This 
value is apl)licahle to a mbient pressure and no flow 
conditions. For any greater pressure or flow con
ditions, there is increased margin.  

ihiring transient operation the heat flux (thermal 
l)owe'-tO-%V,1ter) would lag behind the neutron flux 
due to the inheren1t heat tra usfer time consta ut of 
the fuel which is 8-9 seconds. Also, the limiting 
safety system scram settings are at values which 
will not allow the reactor to be operated above the 
safety limit during normal operation or during other 
plant operating situations which have been analyzed

(1)

scram setpoint. As long as the water level is above 
this point the safety limit curves are applicable; i.e., (2) 
the amount of steam carry under-would not be 
increased and therefore the core inlet enthalpy and 
subcooling would not be influenced.

E. Janssen, "Multi-Rod Burnout at Low Pressure," ASIE 

Paper 62-HT- 26, August 1962.  

K. M. Becker, "Burnout Conditions for Flow of Boiling 

Water in Vertical Rod Clusters," AE-74 (Stockholm, 

Sweden), May 1962.
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in detaail (3). In addition, control rod scrams are 

such that for normal epnratinrS transients t's' neutron 
-ransi-t is terminated before a significant 

increase in surface heat flux occurs. Scram:- times 

of each centrol rod are checked each refucling out

aýce to assure t-e insertion tines are adequate.  
Exceeding a neutron flux scram setting and a 

:•:iure of the control rods to reduce flux to less 

than the scram seatting within 1.5 seconds does not 

necessarily imply that fuel is dam-aged; however, 
for this specification a safety limit violation will 

be assumed anr' time a neutron flux scram setting is 

* e::zcedec for longer than 1.5.seconds.  

If the scram occurs such that the neutron flux dwell 

time above the limiting safety system eCtting is less 

than 1.7 seconds, the safety limit woill not be excceded 

* Cr norl:al turbine or generator trips, 'hich are the 

.ost se-;ere nor-mai operating transients expected.  

hes-e analys-cs show that even if the bypass system 

fails to operate, the design limit of NCIIFR = 1.0 is 

net exceeded. Thus, use of a 1.5 second limit 

provides additional margin.  

The computer provided .,ith Dresden Units 2 and 3 

has a sequence annunciation program which will 

indicate the sequence in which scrams occur such 

as neutron flux, pressure, etc. This program also 
i:dicates w.he-i the scram sctpoint is cleared. This 

u.iiL roovide information on how lonag a scran con

dition exists and thus provide some measure of the 

ener.g added during a transient. Thus, computer 

* informnation normally will be available for analyzing 

scrams; however, if the computer information should 

not be available for any scram analysis, Specification 

ioi.Co2 will be relied on to determine if a safety 

limit has been violated.

During periods when the reactor is shutdow,-nr, ccn.s';- ti'on 

must a. :o be given to water level renuirc-.cn-t, Gu to 

tile effect of dccay heat. If renctor water levei rifu.  

drop below the top of the active fuel during this ti2, 

the ability to cool the core is reduced, This reduction 

in core cooling capability Could lead to elevated cladding 

temperaturcs and clad perforation. The core will be 

cooled sufficiently to prevent clad melting should the 

water level be reduced to two-thirds the core height.  

Establi:shmunt of the safety limit at 12 inches a:,ove 

the top of the fuel provides adequate rargin. This level 

,ill be continuously monitored whenever the recirculntion 

pumps are not oLperating° 

The proposed fuel operating conditions for Unit 3 reflect 

linear pow,•er generation rates and exposu-es higher than 

those e::petrienced previously in BV: plants. Add itional 

experimcntal d;ia beyond that presented in A .re- 5t 15 

of the SAR will be obtained to further support tce 

proposed combinations of fuel linear power generation 

rates and exposures, considering both normal and anti

cipatcd transient modes of operation, To evelop these 

data for further assurnoce of fuel integr-ity under all 

rodes of plant operation, a surveillance progras on 

fuel which operates beyond current production fuel 

expericnce will be undertaken. The sclhedule of inspections 

will be contingent on the availability of the fuel as 

influenced by plant operating and facility requirements.  

The program., as outlined in t17 of the S;',! 

will include surveillance of reactor plant off-gas 

activity, relevant plant operating data and fuel inspection

(3) SAR, Section 4.4.3 for turbine trip and 
load reject transients, Section 4.3.3 for 
flow control full coupling demand transient, 
and Section 11.3.3 for maximum feedwater 
flow transient. See also NEDO-20547, 
General Electric Boiling Water Reactor 
Reload No. 1 Licensing Submittal for 
Dresden Nuclear Power Station Unit 2.
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actually conducted from rated power but with the 
conse irvtive void coefficient.  

Inherent in these analyses is the fact that steady
state operation without forced recirculation flow 
will not be permitted except during startup testing.  

In summary, the transients presented in the SAR 
were analyzed only up to the design flow control 
line and not above because: 

1. The licensed maximum steady-state power 
level is 2527 MWt.  

2. The units cannot physically be brought 
above 2527 MWt unless abnormal operation 
is employed.  

3. Analyses of transients employ adequately 
conservative values of the controlling 
reactor parameters.  

4. The analysis model itself is demonstrated 
to be conservative.  

5. T'he analytical procedures now used result 
in a more logical answer than the alterna
tive method of assuming a higher strating 
power, which has been shown above to be 
unrealistic, than using values for the 
parameters.  

A. Neutron Flux. Scra in - T7he average power 
range monitoring (A PR M) system, which is 
calibrated using heat balance data taken during 
steady-state conditions, reads in percent power.  
Since fission chambers provide the basic input 
signals, the APRM system responds directly 
to average neutron flux. During transients, 
the instantaneous rate of heat transfer from the 
fuel (reactor thermal power) is less than the 
instantaneous neutron flux due to the time

constn nt of th( fuel. "llrerefore, during traln
sients with an AIP M scram setting as shown in 
Figure 2.1.1, the therma I power of the fuel 
will b(! loss than that indicated by the neutron 
flux at the scram setting. Analysis reported in 
the SAR demonstrates that, even with a fixed 
120% scram trip setting, none of the postulated 
transients result in violation of the fuel safety 
limit and there is a subst ntial margin from 
fuel damagc. 'Therefore, use of a flow-biased 
scram provides even additional margin. See 
page 15 for further comparison.  

An increase in the A1NIM scram setting to 
greater than that shown in Figure 2. 1. 1 would 
decrease the margin present before the thermal 
hydraulic safety limit is reached. 'Thc APiM 
scram setting was determined by an analysis of 
margins required to provide a reasonable range 
for maneuvering during operation. A reduction 
in this operating margin would iincrea se the 
frequency of spurious scrams which have an 
adverse affect on reactor safety because of un
necessary thermal stress which it causes.  
"lirUs, the ANPBM setting was selected because 
it provides adequate margin from the thermal 
hydraulic safety i mit yet allows operating 
margin which minimizes unnecessary scrams.  

The thermal hydraulic safety limit of Specifi
cation 1.1 was based on the Limiting Total 
Peaking Factor. A factor has been included 
on Figure 1.1.1 to adjust the safety limit in 
the event peaking factor exceeds the Limiting 
Total Peaking Factor. Likewise, the scram 
setting should also be adjusted to assure 
MCHFR does not become less than 1.0 in this 
degraded situation. This has been accomplished 
by use of Figure 2.1.2. If the combination of 
power and LHGR is greater than that shown 
by the curve, the APRM scram setting is 
adjusted downward by formula given in the 
specification. The scram setting as given by

14
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the equation will prevent MCHFR from becoming 

less then 1.0 for the given heat flux condition 

for the worst expected transients. If the APRM.  

scram setting should require a change due to an 

abnormal peaking condition, it will be done by 

changing the intercept point and thus, the entire 

flow bias curve will be shifted down. Below 20% 

power the peak LHGR normally will be less than 

or equal to 20% power value. However, if the 

peak LHGR below 20% power exceeds the 20% power 

value, the APRI4 scram and rod block settings shall 

be lowered by the formula in the specifications.  

The above safety margins are not significantly 

reduced because power maneuvers below 20% power 

are restricted to control rod movements due to 

the protective interlocks limiting recirculation 

pump operation to minimum speed. During this 

period flow increases inherently occur with 

power increases, even with no recirculation 

pumps operating. Pump operation enhances this 

phenomenon at minimum pump speed. Since TPF 

improves with nearly every rod withdrawal., 

and power ascension must be accomplished by 

slow rod withdrawal, the specification 

provides operational flexibility while still 

maintaining adequate margin to the Safety 
Limit.  

For operation in the startup mode while the re

actor is at low pressure, the I-PRZ.: scram setting 
of 15% of rated power provides adequate thermal 

margin between the setpoint and the safety limit, 

18.% of rated. The margin is adequate to accom

modate anticipated maneuvers associated with 

power plant startup. Effects of incre.."sing 

pressure at zero or low void content are minor, 

cold water from sources available during start

up is not much colder than that already in the 

system, temperature coefficients are small, 
and control rod patterns are constrained to be 

uniform by operating procedures backed up by 

the rod worth minimizer. \Vorth of individual 
rods is very low in a uniform rod pattern.

1hus, of all po sible sources of re'ictivity in
put, uniform control rod withdi'awal is the Inost 

probah!e cause of Fignificant power rise. ne

cause thc flux distribution associated with uni
form rod withdrawals does not involve hi; 

local peaks, and bccause several rods must be 

moved to change power by a significant percent
age of rated power, the rate of power rise is 

very slow. Gencrm'lly the heat flux is in near 
equilibrium with the fissi-on rate. In an as

sumed uniform rod withdrawal approach to the 

scram level, the rate of power rise is no more 
than 5 percent of rated power per minutc, and 

the APRVj system would be more than adequate to 

assure a scram before the power could exceed 

the safety limit. The :5% .2R. .ran raraairns .
tive until the mode switch is placed in the run 
position. This switch occurs when reactor 
pressure is greater than 850 psig.

(

The analysis to support operation at various 
power and flow relationships has considered 
.operation with either one or twvo recirculation 

pumps. During steady-state operation with one 

recirculation pump operating the equalizer line 

shall be open. Analyses of transients from this 
operating condition are less severe than the 
same transients from the two pump operation.  

The IUK4 system consists of 8 chambers, 4 in 

each of the reactor protection system log( 

channels, arranged in the core as shown .in 

Figure 7.4.4 of the FSAR. The 1RU4 is a 5 

decade instrument which covers the range of 

power level between that covered by the SRIM 

and the APRI1. The 5 decades are covered by 

the IRM by means of a range switch and the 

5 decades are broken down into 10 ranges,
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each bcinU 1/2 of a decade in size. The IPRVM 

scram setting of 120 divisions is active in 

each ranqe of the IRM. For example, if the 

instrutment were on range 1, the scrzam setting 

wucld be at 120 divisions for that ranrge; 
likewise, if the instrument were on range 5, 

the scram setting would be 120 divisions on 

that range. Thus, as the IRM is ranged up to 

accommodate the increase in power level, the 

scram setting is also ranged up. In the 
start-up/hot standby mode, a scram at 120 

divisions on the instrument is less than 15% 

power, except for range 10 on the instrument.  
Thus, the scram setting on the IRM is also 

less than the 15% scrara on the APUM, except 

in the 10th range. The IMR4 scram provides 

protection for changes which occur, both 

locally and over the entire core. The IRM, 

because of the scram arrangement discussed 

above, thus provides additional or back-up 
protection to the APRM 15% scram in the 
start-up and hot standby mode. The most 

significant sources of reactivity change 
during the power increase are due to control 

rod withdrawal. For in-sequence control rod 
withdrawal, the rate of change of power is 

slow enough due to the physical limitation 
of withdrawing control rods, that heat flux 
is in equilibrium with the neutron flux and 

an IRM scram would result in a reactor 
shutdown well before any safety limit or 
the APRM 15% scram occurred. For the case 
of a single control rod withdrawal error 

this transient has been analyzed in Section 
7.4.4.3 of the FSAR. In order to ensure

that the IPM provided adequate protection 
against the single rod withdrawal error, a 
range of rod withdrawal accidents was 
analyzed. This analysis included starting 
the accident at various power levels. The 
most severe case involves an initial 
condition in which the reactor is 
just subcritical and the IRM system 
is not yet on scale. This condition 
exists at quarter rod density. Quarter 
rod density is illustrated in Section
7.4.5 of the FSAR. Additional 
conservatism was taken in this analysis 
by assuming that the IRM channel closest 
to the withdrawn rod is bypassed. The 
results of this analysis show that the 
reactor is scramed and peak power 
limited to 1% of rated power, thus 
maintaining heat flux within those 
values specified in the safety limit 
for this condition of plant operation.  
Based on the above analysis, the IRM 

provides protection against local control 
rod withdrawal errors and continuous 
withdrawal of control rods in sequence 
and provides back-up protection for the
APRM. " 
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IAPRM Control Rod Block Trips- Reactor 

power lever may be varied `)y moving control 

rods or by varying the rcCirCUt11-tio flow rate.  

The APRM system pTrovides a control rod block 

to prevent rod withdrawal given point 

at constant r~ecirculation flow rate, and thus to 
protect ag•ainst exceeding a MILCtFR of unity.  

This rod block setpoint, which is automatically 

varied w.ith recirculation flow rate, prevents 

an increase in the reactor power level to exces

sive values due to control rod withdrawal. The 

specified flow variable sctpoint provides sub

stantiat margin from fuel damage, assuming 

steady-state operation at the setpoint, over the 

entirc recirculation flow range. The margin 

to the safety limit increases as the flow de

1" creases for the specified trip point vs. flow 

relationship; therefore, the worst case M1Ct1FR 

during steady-state operation is at 1087o of 

rated power. Peaking factors as specified in 

Sedtion 3. 2. 5 of the SAIl were considered. The 

total peaking factor was 3. 0. The actual power 

distribution in the core is EsLablished by speci

fied control rod sequences and is monitored 

continuously by the in-core LPRtML system.. As 

w;ith'the APRM scram setting, the APf,!M rod 

block setting is adjusted downward if peakjng .  

" factors are greater than the Limiting -" 

3 Total Peaking Factor. This assures 

rod block will occur before MCHFR becomes 

less than 1.0 even for this degraded case. The 

rod block setting is changed by changing the 

intercept point of the flow bias curve; thus, the 

entire curve will be shifted downward.  

C. Reactor Low Water Level Scram - The reactor.  

low water level scram is set at a point which 

will assure that the water level used in the 

bases for the safety limit is maintained. The 

scram setpoint is based on normal operating 

temperature and pressure conditions because 

the level instrumentation is density compensated.

D. AReactor %Vow o Wat .cEcCS hiti-tion 

',ria 1 'moint "ihe ..... c ,nrg cy core coolhnlý sub-, 

svstems are designed to provide sufficient cool

ing to Oie core to dissipate the energy as.oci
ated with the loss of coolant accident and'to 

limit fuel clad temperature to well below the 

clad melting temperature to assure that core 

geometry remains intact and to limit any clad 

metal-water rea6tion to less than Ic,•. To ac

complish their intended function, the capacity 

of each emergency core cooling system com

ponent was established based on the reactor lowV 

water level scram sctpoint. To lower the set

point of t-e low water level scram would in- ( 

crease the capacity requirement for each of the 

ECCS components. Thus, the reactor vessel 

low water level scram was set low enough to 

permit margin for operation, yct will not be 

set lower because of ECCS capacity require

ments.  

'The design of the ECCS components to meet the 

above criteria was dependent on three previously 

set parameters: the maximum break size, th& 

low v watcr level scram sct,,oint and the ECCS 

initiation setpoint. To lower the setpoint for 

initiation of the ECCS could lead to a loss of 

effective core cooling. To raise the ECCS 

initiation setpoint would be in a safe direction, 

but it would reduce the margin established to 

prevent actuation of the ECCS duripg normal 

operation or during normally expected tran

sients.

17



E. Turbine Sto• Valve Scra'Tm - The turbine stop 

valve scrain like the lead rejection scram 

anticipates the pressure, neutron flux, and 

heat flux increase caused by the rapid 

closure of the turbine stop valves and failure 

of the bypass. With a scarm setting at 

10% of valve closure the resultant increase 

in surface heat flux is the same as for the 

load rejection and thus adequate margin 

exists. No perceptible change in MCUFR 

occurs during the transient. Refer 

to Section 11.2.3 SAR and Ref. (1).  

F. Generator Load Rejection Scram - The genera

tor load rejection scram is provided to 

anticipate the rapid increase in pressure 

* and neutron flux resulting from fast 

closure of the turbine control valves 

due to a load rejection and subsequent 

failure of the bypass; i.e., it prevents 

MCI{FR from becoming less than 1.0 for this 

transient. For the load rejection from 

100% powcr, the heat flux increases to 

only 106.5% of its rated power value which 

results..in only a small decrease in MICHFR.  

331 Refer to Section 4.4.3, SAR and Ref. (1).  

G. Reactor Coolant Low Pressure Initiates Main Steal 

. Isolation Valve Closure - The low pressure isola 

at 850 psig was provided to give protection agai 

fast reactor depressurization and the resulting 

rapid cooldown of the vessel. Advantage was tain 

of the scram feazure which occurs when the main 

steam line isolation valves are closed to provi( 

for reactor shutdown so that operation at pressi 

lower than those specified in the thermal hydra, 

safety limit does not occur, although operation 

at a pressure lower than 850 psig would not nec 

constitute an unsafe condition.

S. SteomL'jirl( Tsolation Valve Closure Scram - The 
low pressure isolaL-[on of the main steam lines at 

850 psig was provLde(d to give protection aga5nst 

rapid reactor depressurization and the resulting 

rapid cooldown of the vessel. Advantage was -taken 

of the scram feature %hbich occurs when the mMiin 

steam line, isolation valves are closed, to provide 

for reactor shutdown so that high power operation 

at low reactor pressure does not occur, thus providin 

protection for the fuel cladding integrity safety 

limit. Operation of the reactor at pressures lower 

than 850 psig requires that the reactor mode switch 

be in the startup position where protection of the 

fuel cladding integrity safety limit is provided I'" 

the IRM high neutron flux scram. Thus, the com.bi( _i 

of main steam line low pressure isolation and isolati 

valve closure scram assures the availability of 

neutron'flux scram protection over the entire 

range of applicability of the fuel cladding integrity 

safety limit. In addition, the isolation valve 

closure scram anticipates the pressure and flux 

transients which occur during normal or inadvertent 

isolation valve closure. With the scrams set at 

10% valve closure there is no increase in neutron 

flux.  
- -

(1) NEDO-2 0 54 7 , General Electric Boiling 33 

Water Reactor Reload No. 1 Licensing 

,mn Submittal for Dresden Nuclear Power 

tion Station Unit 2.
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"Iaz.s : 

1.2 Tine reactor coolant system integrity is an impor

tant barrier in the prevention of uncontrolled re

lease of fission products. It is essential that the 

integrity of this system be protected by establishing 

a pressure limit to be observed for all operating 

conditions and whenever there is irradiated fuel in 

the reactor vessel.  

The pressure safety limit of 1325 psig as measured 

by the vessel steam space pressure indicator is 

equivalent to 1375 psig at the lowest elevation of the 

reactor coolant system. The 1375 psig value is 

derived from the design pressures of the reactor 

pressure vessel, coolant system piping and isola

tion condenser. The respective design pressures.  

are 1250 psig at 5750 F, 1175 psig at 560'F, and 1250 

psig at 575*F. The pressure safety limit was chosen 

as the lower of the pressure transients permitted 

by the applicable design codes: ASME Boiler and 

Pressure Vessel Code, Section III for the pressure 

vessel and isolation condenser and USASI B31.l Code 

for the reactor coolant system piping. The ASUM 

Boiler and Pressure Vessel. Code permits pressure 

transients up to 10% over design pressure (110% 

X 1250 = 1375 psig), and the USASI Code permits 

pressure transients up to 20% over the design 

pressure (120% X 1175 = 1410 psig). The Safety 

Limit pressure of 1375 psig is referenced to the 

lowest elevation of the primary coolant system.  

The design basis for the reactor pressure vessel 

makes evident the substantial margin of protection 

against failure at the safety pressure limit of 1375 

psig. The vessel has been designed for a general 

membrane stress no greater than 26,700 psi at an 

internal pressure of 1250 psig; this is a factor of 

1.5 below the yield strength of 40,100 psi at 575 0 F.  

At the pressure limit of 1375 psig, the general 

membrane stress will only be 29,400 psi, still 

safe below the yield strength.

The relationships of stress levels to yield strength 
are comparable for the isolation condenser and 

primary system piping and provide a similar mitr

gin of protection at the established safety pressure 

limit.  

The normal operating pressure of the reactor coolant 

system is 1000 psig. For the turbine trip or loss 

of electrical load transients the turbine trip 

scram or generator load rejection scram, together 

with the turbine bypass system limit the pressure 

to approximately 1100 psig (4). In addition, ( 

pressure relief valves have been provided to 

reduce the probability of the safety valves 

operating in the event that the turbine bypass 

should fail. These valves and the neutron flux 

scram limit the reactor pressure to 1185 psig 

(5)-(7) which is 25 psi below the setting of the 33 

first safety valve. Finally, the safety valves 

are sized to keep the reactor coolant system 

pressure below 1375 psig with no credit taken for 

the relief valves or turbine bypass system.  

Credit is taken fro the neutron flux scram however.  

Reactor pressure is continuously monitored in the 

control room during operation on a 1500 psi full 

scale pressure recorder.  

(4) SAR, Section 11.2.2.  

(5) SAR, Section 4.4.3.  

(6) Special Report No. 29.  

(7) NEDO-205 4 7 , General Electric Boiling 3 

Water Reactor Reload No. I Licensing 33 

Submittal for Dresden Nuclear Power 

Station Unit 2.
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Bases:

2.2 In compliance with Section III of the ASME Code, the 
safety valves must be set to open at no higher than 
103% of design pressure, and they must limit the 
reactor pressure to no more than 110% of design 
pressure. Both the high pressure scram and safety 
valve actuation are required to prevent overpres
surizing the reactor pressure vessel and thus 
exceeding the pressure safety limit. The pressure 
scram is actually a backup protection to the high 

flux scram which was analyzed in References 
(8) and (9). If the high flux scram were 
to fail during a maximum pressure transient 
also assuming 

(8) SAR, Section 4.4.3.

failure of the turbine stop valve closure seram,.  
failure of the bypass system to actuate and 'failure 
of the relief valves to open) the pressure would 
rise rapidly due to void reduction in the core.  
A high pressure scram would occur at 1060 psig.  

The pressure at the bottom of the vessel is 

about 1240 psig when the first safety valve 
opens and about 1280 psig when the last valve 
opens. Both values are clearly within the 
code requirements. Vessel dome pressure reaches 
about 1305 psig with the peak at the bottom 
of the vessel near 1330 psig. Therefore, the 
pressure scram and safety valve actuation
provide adequate margin below the peak 
allowable vessel pressure of 1375 psig.

(9) NEDO- 20547, General Electric Boiling 
Water Reactor Reload No. 1 Licensing 
Submittal for Dresden Nuclear Power 
Station Unit 2.
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3. 1LIMTIN CODITON FR OERAION4. SUREILANC REUIRMEN

3.1 REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM 

Applicability: 

Applies to the instrumentation and associated de
vices which initiate a reactor scram.  

Objective: 

To assure the operability of the reactor protection 
system.  

Specification: 

A. Thle setpoints, minimum number of trip systems, 

and minimum number of instrument chanleis that 
must be operable for each position of the reactor 
mode switch shall be as given in Table 3. 1. 1. The 
response times of the individual functions shall not 
exceed 0. 10 second.  

B. During operation with greater than a Lirniting 
Total Peaking Factor, either: 

a. The APRP, scram and rod block settings 
shall be reduced to the values given 
by the equations in Specifications 
2.l.A.1 and 2.1.B; or 

b. The power distribution shall be changed 
such that a total peaking factor greater 
than the Limiting Total Peaking Factor 
no longer exists.

4.1 REIAC'TODR IROTECTION SYSTEM

Applicability: 

Applies to the surveillance of the instrumentation 
and associated devices which initiate reactor 
scram.  

Objective: 

To specify the type and frequency of surveillance 
to be applied to the protection instrumentation.  

Specification: 

A. Instrumentation systems shall be functionally 
tested and calibrated as indicated in Tables 
4. 1.1 and 4. 1. 2, respectively.  

B. Daily during reactor power operation, the 
peak LHGR shall be determined and the 
core power distribution shall be checked 
for'Limiting Total Peaking Factor.

,22
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I

a half scram and rod block condition. Thus.  
if the calibration were performed during oper
ation, flux shaping would not be possible.  
Based on experience at other generating 
stations, drift of instruments, such as those 
in the Flow Biasing Nework, is not significant 
and therefore, to avoid spurious scrams, a 
calibration frequency of each refueling outage 
is established.  

Group (C) devices are active only during a 
given portion of the operational cycle. For 
example, the IRM is active during startup and 
inactive during full-power operation. Thus, 
the only test that is meaningful is the one per
formed just prior to shutdown or startup; i.e., 
the tests that are performed just prior to use 
of the instrument.  

Calibration frequency of the instrument chan
nel is divided into.two groups. These are as 
follows: 

1. Passive type indicating devices that can 
be compared with like units on a continu
ous basis.  

2. Vacuum tube or semiconductor devices 
and detectors that drift or lose 
sensitivity.  

Experience with passive type instruments in 
Commonwealth Edison generating stations and 
substations indicates that the specified calibra
tions arc adequate. For those devices which 
employ amplifiers, etc. , drift specificitions 
call for drift to be less than 0.4%/month; i.e., 
in the period of a month a drift of .4% would 
occur and thus providing for adequate margin.

For the APRIM system drift of electronic k, 
apparatus is not th, only consideration in de
termining a calibration frequency. Change in 
power distribution and loss of chamber sensi
tivity dictate a calibration every seven days.  
Calibration on this frequency assures plant 
operation at or below thermal limits.  

A compari son of Tables 4. 1. 1 and 4. 1. 2 
indicates that six instrument channels have not 
been included in the latter Table. These are: 
Mode Switch in Shutdown, Manual Scram, High 
Water Level in Scram Dischaige Tank, Main 
Steam Line Isolation Valve Closure, Generator 
Load Rejection, and Turbine Stop Valve 
Closure. All of the devices or sensors associ-L 
ated with these scram functions are simple 
on-off switches and, heivcc, calibration is not 
apl)plicable, i.e., the switch is either on or 
off. Further, these switches are mounted 
solidly to the device and have a very low 
probability of moving, e.g. the switches in 
the scram discharge volume tank. 'Based on 
the above, no calibration is required for these 
six instrument channels.  

B. The peak LHGR shall be checked once 

per day to determine if the APRM scram k, 
requires adjustment. This may normally 
be done by checking the LPRmI readings, TIP 
traces, or process computer calculations.  
Only a small number of control rods are 
moved daily and thus the peaking factors 
are not expected to change significantly 
and thus a daily check of the peak LHGR is 
adequate.
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Two sensors on the isolation condenser supply and 

return lines arc provided to detect the failure of 

isolation condenser line and actuate isolation action.  

The sensors on the supply and return sides arc 

arranged in a i out of 2.logic and. to meet the 

single failure criteria, all sensors and instrumen 

tation are required to be operable. The trip settings 

of 20 psig and 32" of water and valve closure time 

are such as to prevent Uncovering; tie core or cX:

tecding site limits. The sensoIrs Will actuate due 

to high flow in either direction.  

The IlPCI high flow and temperature instrumentation 

are prov.'ided to detcct a break in the liPCI piping.  

Tripping of this instrtuneitation results in actuation 

of tIPCI isolation valves; i.e.,' Group , va!'cs.  
Trippin logic for this function is the same as th. at 

for the isolation condcenser and thus all senzors 

are required to b" operable to meet the sintle fail

tre criteria. The trip settings of 200"r and IOQc 

of design flow and valve closure time are such that 

core uncovery is prevented and fission product 

release is within limits.  

The instrumlentationl which initiates ECCS action is 

arranged ill a dual bus system. As for other vital 

instrumenfaion arranged in this fashion the SpccihenstrumeniVanon of tile systeml 

ficaition preS•rves the wffectiVentcSS of the svsCifl 

- even during periods when maintenance or testing 

Is beingy performed.  

The control rod block functions are providen to 

orevent excessive control rod withdrawal so that 

* MICHFR does not decrease to 1.0. The trip logic 

for this function is 1 out of n; e.g., any trip on 

or.e of the six APlRM's, 8 IRM's, or .SLM'S will 

result'in a rod block. Thie mininium instrument 
chtflnel requirements assure sufficient instru"nll

tatio:', to assu-e the singl,- failu:e criteri:" i:;n.'t.  

The rairinfurn inSlrumenit chan.cl 1 e oIl.2tr

for the flBM may be reduced by one for a short 
period cf time to allow for maintenanceC testingg, 

or calibration. This time period is only ,..3% 

of tlhe operating time in a month and does not 

significantly increase the risk of preventing an 

inadvertent control rod withdrawal.  

The AP)IM rod block function is flow biased and pre

vents a Si(i"ficant rcluction in IICIIFR especially 

durinl cperation at rc kl('ed flow. Thc APlIM pro

vides rT Oss core protection; i.c. , limits the g-ross 

core power increaro from withdrawal of control 

rods in the normal withidraw all sequence. "The trips 

arc sct so that tdCllil i:I maintained greater 

than l.fl 

"-1he AP1I4 rod block which is set at 120 of 

rated power is functional in the refuel and 

Startup/Hot Standby mode. 'This control rod 

bloclk provides the same type of protection 

in the refuel and Startup/ lot Standby mode 

as the APRM flow biased rod block docs in 

the Run mode; i.e., it prevents cFICjR. from 

decrcasingj belOW 1.0 during control rod 

withdra'.:,- Is and prevents control.rod with

drawal before a scram is reached.

heRBM -rod block function provides local protection of the Core- i.i., the prevention of ciia etfu 

in a local region of the core, for a single rod with

drawal error from a limiting control rod pattern.  

The trip point is flow biased. The worst case single 

control rod withdrawal error has been analyzed and 

the results show that with the specified trip settings 

rod withdrawl is blocked when RCeFR is >i.0, o 
33 

"thus allowing adequate margin. Ref. Section 7.4.5.3 

70% power the worst case withdrawal 

SAK. Below P_ rsults in a MCHFK_ >l.? 
of a single control rod re lts in I eCeFR 1.0 

without rod block action, thus below this level it 

is not required.  
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3.5 LI=BTG CONDITIOINS FOR OPERATION 4.5 SU1WEILIA•CE REQUIREM=TS

During steady state power operation, the 
average linear heat generation rate (MIGR) 
of all the rods in any fuol anssembly, as a 
function of avom-rz planar exposure, at any 
axial location, shall not exceed the maximum 
average planar JLHGR shown in Figure 3.5.1.  

J. Local IEGR 

During steady state power operation, thY 
linear heat generation rate (LHCR) of any 
rod in any fuel assembly at any axial 
location shall not exceed the maximum 
allowable LŽ4CR as calculated by the 
following equation.

LHGRmax IAiGRd (ap ) ( L

IHGR d - Design LHCR 

"f 17.5 kw/ft, 7X7 fuel assemblies 

- 13.4 kw/ft, 8XP fuel assemblies 
(A?')max Maximum power spiking penalty.  

- .037 initial core fuel 

• .026 reload i, 7X7 fuel 

- .021 reload 1, 8X8 fuel 

a" Total Core Length - 12 ft 

L - Axial distance from bottom of oare

*. � A �

Daily during r'en-ator power operation, the 
avera(•e planar LICR shall be checked.  

J. Local M1GR 

Daily during reactor power operation, the 
local UIGR shall be chocked.

(
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3.5 Limiting Condition for O0eration Banes (Cont'd)

J. Local I{GR 

This specif±iction &Ssures that the maximum 

linear heat generation rate in any rod is 

less than the design linear heat generation 

rate ov~n if fuel pellet densification is 

postulated. The power spike penalty 

specified is based on an assumed linearly 

incrcasing variation in axial Caps between 

core bottom and top, and aisures with a 

95% confidence, that no more thmn one fuel 

rod exceeds the design linear heat 

generation rate due to power spiking. For 

the initial core fuel, the power spike 

penalty o-yaclfled is based on that presented 

in Referenco 9. An irradiation growth 

factor of .25% was used as the basis for 

deterniinilg the maxinum gap size in 

accordance with References 10 and 11.  

(9) rNDM-lO735, Supplement 6, "Fuel 
Densification Effects on Ceneral 

Electric Boiling Water Reactor Fuel," 
Section 3.2.1, Aug. 1973.  

(io) j.A. Hinds (CE) Letter to V.A. Moore 

(USAEC), "Plant Evaluation with GE 

GEGAP-III," Dec. 12, 1973.  

(ii) USAEC Report, "Supplement I to the 
Technical Report on Densification of 

General Electric Reactor Fuels," 
Dec. 14, 1973.

For the 7X7 reload fuel, the maximum 
gap size and evaluation of the power 

spi"ng penalty was conducted in 

accordance with the models specified 

in Reforonces 12-14. For the 8X8 

reload fuel, the mraximum gap size and 

evaluation of the power spiking penalty 

was conducted in accordance with the 

models snecified in References 13-15.  

(12) NI•O-20547, "General Electric 

Boiling Water Reactor Reload No. I 

Licenzing Submittal for Dresden 

Nuclear Power Station Unit 2, 

Supplenont A," Section 3.2.2.1.  

(13) J.A. Hinds, Letter to V. Stello, 

"Power Spiking and Linear Heat 

Generation Rate Models," 

101-344-73, Decenber 10, 1973.  

(14) V.A. Moore, Letter to I.S. Mitchell, 

"!"Modified GE Model for Fuel 

Donificatlon," Docket 50-321, 

Yarch 22, 1974.  

(15) NEDO-20360, "General Electric 
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SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE DIRECTORATE OF LICENSING 

SUPPORTING AMENDMENT NO. 7 TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-19 

(CHANGE NO, 33 TO THE TECHNIA SPECIFICATIONS) 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY 

DRESDEN UNIT 2 

DOCKET NO. 50-237 

INTRODUCTION 

By application dated August 27, 1974, Commonwealth Edison Company (CE) 

requested authorization to operate Dresden Unit 2 with reload fuel 

assemblies in the core. According to CE's plan, approximately 156 

reload fuel assemblies will replace an equal number of fuel assemblies 

resently in the core. The reference reload is to consist of forty 

x 7 fuel assemblies similar to fuel presently in the core and 

one hundred sixteen 8 x 8 fuel assemblies. The application also 

includes a request for approval of proposed Technical Specifications 
related to the reload and to the core thermal safety limit and 

Limiting Safety System Setting (APR1 Flux Trip and Control Rod 

Block). Supplements to the application were submitted by letters 
dated October 10, October 22, November 7, November 22 and December 5, 
1974.  

The acceptability of the neutronic, thermal-hydraulic, and mechanical 
design of the 8 x 8 fuel assemblies during normal operation, operational 

transients and postulated qiidents was evaluated by the Regulatory 

staff in a previous report 'o. The use of 8 x 8 fuel assemblies for 

reloads was also reviewed by the Advisory Committee(ng Reactor Safeguards 

and discussed in its report dated February 12, 1974 91. The use of 

8 x 8 reload fuel assemblies in the Dresden 3 reactor (which is 
essentially identical to the Dresden 2 reactor) was evaluated and 
approved by thange No. 16 to the Technical Specifications of Facility 
Operating License No. DPR-25 dated March 25, 1974.  

The 7 x 7 reload fuel assemblies are identical to the 7 x 7 reload fuel 

assemblies previously approved for operation in the Dresden 3 core by 

Technical Specification Change No. 16 to Facility Operating License 

No. DPR-25 dated March 25, 1974.  
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With one exception, the evaluations of the acceptability of the reload 

fuel for the Dresden 3 core by Technical Specification Change No. 16 

to Facility Operating License No. DPR-25 are applicable to the Dresden 

2 reload fuel. A principle design change for this reload 8 x 8 fuel 

is the use of leaf springs to minimize the bypass flow area between the 

fuel assembly shroud and the lower end fitting. The effect of this 

design change is discussed below.  

Our safety evaluation of this reload (Reload No. 1) for the Dresden 2 

core is based on the licensee's application as amended, and on information 

contained in a GE topical report, NEDO-20360( 3 ) referred to in the 

application. The NEDO-20360 report is still being evaluated by the 

staff for use as a topical. Our use of that report in this analysis 
was limited to considerations applicable to Dresden and does not 
imply acceptability of its use for other facilities.  

Authority to load but not operate with Reload 1 fuel was approved by 

Amendment No. 5, Change No. 31 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-19 
dated December 5, 1974.  

EVALUATION 

The reference core Dresden 2 Reload 1 consists of 508 initial 7 x 7 

fuel-assemblies and forty 7 x 7 reload fuel assemblies and one hundred 

sixteen 8 x 8 reload fuel assemblies which are scatter loaded throughout 

the core. Four fuel assemblies surrounded by control blades will contain 

only one 8 x 8 reload fuel -assembly. This loading scheme assures that, 

in the core interior, the higher enrichment 8 x 8 reload fuel assembly 
will be "paired" with three lower powered exposed 7 x 7 fuel assemblies.  
No significant fuel loading asymmetries will exist.  

The Regulatory staff's review(l) of the mechanical design of the 8 x 8 

reload fuel assemblies concludes that the background of experience compiled 

by the General Electric Company is sufficient to enable GE to design fuel 

rods of new design with confidence in their durability. In addition 
the 8 x 8 fuel assemblies for Dresden 2 are of similar design to the 

8 x 8 reload fuel assemblies approved for use in Dresden 3 by Technical 

Specification Change 16 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-25.  
Because Dresden 2 and 3 operate at identical conditions and the fuels 
used are nearly identical, the evaluation of mechanical design discussed 

in our safety evaluation for Technical Specification Change No. 16 to 

Facility Operating License No° DPR-25 is applicable to the 8 x 8 reload 

fuel assemblies for Dresden 2. The 8 x 8 fuel assemblies for Dresden 2 

are of similar design and material to the 7 x 7 fuel assemblies which
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have successfully been operated at Dresden 2. Both the 8 x 8 and 7 x 7 
fuel assemblies will operate at the same pressure and temperature and the 
fluid velocity and quality will be nearly identical and, therefore.  
the new 8-x 8 fuel assemblies are expected to exhibit the same operational 
characterlstics as the previously operated 7 x 7 fuel assemblies.  

Accident induced loads and stresses have been calculated for both the 
7 x 7 and 8 x 8 fuel assemblies using the same methods. The limiting 
accident loads results from a steam line break. The pressure difference 
following a steam line break are less than 10% greater than normal 
operating pressure differences. As in normal operation, the pressure 
differences in an 8 x 8 assembly following a Steam line break are 5 
to 10% greater than in a 7 x 7 assembly. The loads following a steam 
line break are well below the allowable loads.  

Based upon the above, the staff concludes that the mechanical design of 
the 8 x 8 reload fuel assemblies for Dresden 2 is adequate to assure 
the mechanical integrity of the fuel assemblies. Additional assurance 
of acceptable fuel performance of the new fuel is provided by the 
radiological surveillance performed on the reactor primary coolant and 
off-gas to provide an early indication of incipient fuel failure caused 
by mechanical deterioration of the fuel assemblies.  

We have also reviewed the nuclear design of the reload fuel. The CE 
submittal indicates that the nuclear characteristics of the Reload 1 
fuel assemblies are similar to those previously loaded. Thus the 
reactivity coefficients and total control system worths of the 
reconstituted core will not differ significantly from those values.  
which were previously reported for Dresden 2. In addition, the nuclear 
charactertstics of the Dresden 2. Cycle 4 with Reload 1 fuel assemblies 
are quite similar to the previously approved Reload 2 fuel assemblies 
for Dresden a.  
The application also indicates that the shutdown margin of the reconstituted 
core meets the technical specification requirement that the core be at 
least 0.25% Ak subcritical in the most reactive operating state with 
the strongest control rod fully withdrawn and with all other control rods 
fully inserted. The report predicts that. at a core average exposure of 
9880 MWD/T at the end of Cycle 3. the shutdown margin is 3.45% &k with 
the strongest control rod fully withdrawn and all other rods fully inserted.  
The analysis applies to control blades with non-inverted boron filled 
tubes. However, the analysis indicates adequate shutdown margin for 
Cycle 4 in the event there are a number of blades with Inverted control 
tubes and, therefore, is acceptable.  

The application states that a boron concentration of 600 ppm in the 
uvw-rator will bring tha ractor subcrittcal by M 1k at 20C, xenon 
freC. This marqiF is acceptable.  
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The basic criterion for the storage of fuel for Dresden 2 is that keff 
of the fuel as stored in the fuel pool is <0.90. This Is achievedif 
the uncontrolled infinite multiplication frctor of a single futl assembly 
is limited to 1.26 at 650C. The reload fuel has an infinite multiplication 
factor of <1.26. and therefore, meets the fuel storage re4uirements for 
Dresden 2.  

Based on our evaluation as reported( 1), we conclude that a mixed 8 x 8 
and 7 x 7 core will be nearly identical, neutronically, to a 7 x 7 core 
and that the nuclear design is acceptable.  

Thermal-hydraulic methods used to analyze assembly flow rates anid NCHFR's 
are discussed in Reference 3. These methods are the same as those used 
to analyze reactor conditions previously and are acceptable. To provide 
adequate thermal margin dur•ng normal steady-state operation, the reactor 
is limfted to operating with maxion LHGR's of 17.5 Kw/ft for 7 x 7 fuel 
and 13.4 Ky/ft for 8 x 8 fuel. In addition the MCHI'R for both fuel types 
is 1.9. These operating criteria aretacceptable to the staff to satisfy 
the criterion of no fuel damage during abnormal operating transients.  
General Electric has predicted an increase in bypass flow caused by 
channel wall deflections. The deflection model was developed from 
mreasuremnts of creep deformation of the shroud at operating conditions.  
To nullify this potential increase in flow area, leaf springs have been 
attached to each of the four sides of the lower end fittings of the 
reload fuel. The effect of this change on bypass flow and the different 
hydraulic characteristics of the 8 x 8 fuel assemblies are accounted for 
in the steady-state and transient analyses that are presented.  

Based on a review of the information provided by the licensee, we conclude 
that: 

1. The thermal-hydraulic design criteria and analysis methods, which 
are the same as those used previously for Justifying plant safety, 
are acceptable.  

2. The licensee has accounted for the different hydraulic characteristics 
of the reload fuel in an acceptable manner.  

Abnormal operttio)# transients were discussed in the staff report for 
8 x 8 reload fuelt' . As previously discussed, the rechanical, nuclear, 
and therrul- .'draulic characteristics of the 7 x 7 and 8 x 8 fuel are 
similar and Will respond to the transients similarly.  

The application and supplements include analyses of the events which 
have limiting minimum critical heat flux ratios (MCHFR), including a 
seizure of one recirculation pump, a continuous withdrawal of a control 
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rod, and misorientation of a fuel assembly. The calculated MCHFR's during 
a pump seizure accident are 1.08 and ll7 for the 8 x 8 and 7 x 7 fuel 
assemblies respectively. Rod block monitors are used to maintain MCHFR 
above 1.05 in the event of a rod withdrawal error. These results are 
acceptable.  

The rod withdrawal error is discussed in the application for Dresden 2 
Reload 1 in terms of the worst case condition. The report shows that 
the local power range monitor subsystem (LPRMs)-will detect high local 
powers and alarm. However, if the operator ignores the LPRM alarm, the 
rod block monitor subsystem (RBM) will present rod movement at indicated 
set points and therefore will prevent fuel damage by maintaining 
MCHFR > 1.0.  

The application considers loading errors in which an 8 x 8 fuel assembly 
is placed in a 7 x 7 fuel assembly position and the 7 x 7 fuel assembly 
is placed in a 8 x 8 fuel assembly position. The report states that no 
fuel damage would be incurred during subsequent reactor operation with 
the misplaced fuel bundles at the maximum permitted power. In all cases, 
the results of these analyses show that the fuel damage limits, i.e., 
a MCHFR of unity and a cladding strain of one percent, are not reached.  

On the- basis of the above, we conclude that operation with the reload 
core will not result in exceeding fuel damage limits during anticipated 
transients for Dresden 2.  

Transient analyses have also been evaluated to determine the effect of 
Reload 1 on calculated primary system pressure transients. The limiting 
transient for these analyses is the turbine trip without bypass. The 
application states that the transient analyses previously p.rformed for 
the Dresden 3 reload core containing 7 x 7 and 8 x 8 fuel( 4 ) are applicable 
to the Dresden 2 Reload 1 Cycle 4 core. We reviewed the parameters used 
for Dresden 3 in our safety evaluation for Technical Specification Change 
No. 16 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-25 and found no significant 
differences from the parameters applicable for Dresden 2. We conclude 

that our previous safety evaluation for Dresden 3 reload is also 
aDplicable to Dresden 2 Reload 1, and the Dresden 2 reload core is acceptable.  

Accident Analysis 

The generic re-evaluation of accidents to account for the effects of 
8 x 8 fuel was discussed in the staff evaluation(l) and is applicable 
for Dresden 2. Plant specific aspects of the accident review were 
discussed in our evaluation for the Dresden 3 reload for Technical 
Specification Change No. 16 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-25.  
Because of the similarity of the reactors and reload fuel to Dresden 
2, the Dresden 3 evaluation is applicable to Dresden 2. The ECCS
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evaluation discussed in our safety evaluation for Technical Specification 

Change No. 16 to Dresden 3 was based on the Interim Acceptance Criteria.and 

is a so applicable to Unit 2. Our evaluation of the ECCS with regard to 

10 CFR 50.46 for the Dresden Units will be addressed in a subsequent report.  

Proposed Changes to Technical Specifications 

Although the performance characteristics of the Reload 1 fuel are similar 

to previously authorized loadings, certain changes to the technical 

s~pecifications are necessary to accommodate this fuel. In addition, 

changes have been made to the limitations related to APRM flux scram and 

rod block and to the core thermal safety limit.  

The changes consist of: 

1. Changing LHGR limits related to effects of fuel densification in 

the 7 x 7 and 8 x 8 Reload I fuel assemblies.  

2. Adding a maximum average planar LHGR curve related to the IAC for 

the 7 x 7 and 8 x 8 Reload 1 fuel assemblies.  

3. Adding definitions for total peaking factor and limiting total peaking 

factor.  

4. Stating values for limiting total peak factors for 7 x 7 and for 

8 x 8 fuel assemblies, 

5, Modifying the core thermal safety limit, Figure 1.1.1 to add a 

correction for high peaking factors for 8 x 8 fuel assemblies and 

to slightly increase the safety Timit for 7 x 7 fuel assemblies with 

high peaking factors.  

6. Modifying the form of the APRM flux scram and rod block for clarity, 

for conformity to the form presently used in other boiling water 

reactor technical specifications and to set limitations associated 

with 8 x 8 fuel assemblies.  

The acceptability of these changes is discussed below: 

The local LHGR limits have been changed to incorporate the effects of 

fuel densification on the operation of the reload 8 x. 8 and 7 x 7. fuel 

assemblies. The methods used to calculate appropriate limits to account 

for fuel densification haye been previously approved by the staff for 

both 8 x 8 and 7 x 7 fuel 1). The proposed specification assures that 

the maximum linear heat generation rate in any rod is less than the 

design linear heat generation rate even if fuel pellet densification* 

is postulated.
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The maximum average planar LHGR curves related to the Interim Acceptance 
,Criteria for the 7 x 7 and 8 x 8 reload fuel assemblies have been added 
in accordance with the Commission's regulations. The methods used to 
calculate appropriate MAPLHGR limits related to the Interim Acceptance 
Criteria~are the methods previously approved by the staff(1). As indicated 
above, we will subsequently address coisideration of 10 CFR 50.46.  

The proposed change in total peaking factor (TPF) recognizes that 
different TPF are used for the 7 x 7 and 8 x 8 fuel assembly designs.  
The limiting total peak factors (LTPF) of 3.05 and 3.01 have been 
proposed for 7 x 7 and 8 x 8 fuel assemblies respectively. The LTPFs 
are reference numbers used in calculating the core thermal safety 
limit, APRM flux scram settings and APRM rod block settings. The values 
of 3.05 and 3.01 are total peaking factors that would result in peak 
linear heat generation rates under 17.5 and 13.4 kw/ft in 7 x 7 and 8 x 8 
fuel assemblies, respectively. If the peaking factors are above the 
LTPF, the limits must be reduced, as proposed. to assure that the 
LHGR's remain acceptable. The values of 3.05 for 7 x 7 fuel is higher 
than the 3.0 reference peaking factor used previously and results in 
slightly higher core thermal safety limit for high peaking factors.  
However, the former reference peaking factor was based on a nominal value 
of peaking while the proposed limit is based on the design LHGR of 
17.5 kw/ft. Therefore, the change from 3.0 to 3.05 is consistent with 
the analyses previously reviewed and accepted.  

The change in format of the APRM rod block and APRM flux trip limits 
is consistent with the limitations generally used in other boiling 
water reactors, The format updates the settings and surveillance to 
reflect use of both 7 x 7 and 8 x 8 fuel assemblies.  

CONCLUSION 

We have concluded, based on the considerations discussed above, that: 
(1) there is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the 
public will not be endangered by operation in the proposed manner, and 
(2) such activities will be conducted in compliance with the Commission's 
regulations and the issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to 
the common defense and security or to the health and safety of the public.  

Richard D. Silver Fredric D° Anderson, Acting Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #2 Operating Reactors Branch #2 
Directorate of Licensing Directorate of Licensing 

Date: DEC 261974
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UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY C M ISSION 

DOCKET NO. 50-237 

C ONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY 

NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF AMENMENT TO FACILITY 
OPERATING LICENSE 

No request for a hearing or petition for leave to intervene having 

been filed following publication of the notice of proposed action in the 

Federal Register on October 30. 1974 (39 F.R. 38274), the Atomic Energy 

Commission (the Commission) has issued Amendment No. 7 to Facility Operating 

License No. DPR-19 to the Commonmealth Edison Company (the licensee) for 

Unit 2 of the Dresden Nuclear Power Station (the facility), a boiling 

water reactor located in Grundy County, Illinois, and currently authorized 

for operation at power levels up to 2527 MWt. The amendment is effective 

as of its date of issuance.  

The license amendment authorizes operation of the facility using 

a partial reload containing 7 x 7 and 8 x 8 fuel assemblies, deletes 

the restriction imposed by Amendment 5, Change 31 for operation with 

8 x 8 fuel and approves technical specification changes related to 

(1) the reload. (2) the core thermal safety limit, and (3) limiting 

safety system settings, limiting conditions of operation, and 

surveillance requirements related to fuel cladding integrity.  

The Commission has found that the application for the amendment 

dated August 27, 1974, as supplemented, complies with the requirements 
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of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the Act) and the Commission's 

rules and regulations published In 10 CFR Chapter 1. The Commission has 

made appropriate findings as required by the Act and the Commission's rules 

and regulations in 10 CFR Chapter 1. which are set forth in the license 

amendment.  

The Commission's Directorate of Licensing has completed its 

evaluation of the above action and a Safety Evaluation is being issued 

concurrently with this notice concluding that there is reasonable assurance 

that the health and safety of the public will not be endangered by the 

operation of the facility with the changes to the Technical Specifications 

as authorized by Amendment No. 7 to License No. DPR-19.  

Copies of (1) Amendment No. 7 with Change No. 33 to the Technical 

Specifications of Facility Operating License No. DPR-19, and (2) the 

Commission's concurrently issued Safety Evaluation are available for 

public inspection at the Commission's Public Document Room at 1717 H 

Street, N. W., Washington, D. C., and at the Morris Public Library, 

604 Liberty Street, Morris, Illinois 60670. Single copies of items 

l and 2may be obtained upon reqest addressed to the U. S. Atomic Energy 

Commission, Attention: Deputy Director for Reactor Projects., Directorate 

of Licensing- Regulation.  

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland. this 2IWI day of 'Dt-evnber- I q74.  

FOR THE ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

oriqnaA Z9neA boy 
Frecrsc 1 1

.. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . .. . ... . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. ..B r.. . .  
Directoraft of Licensin 
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With one ,exception, the evaluations of the acceptability of the reload 
fuel for th e Dresden 3 core by Technical Specification Change No. 16 
to Facility Operating License No. DPR-25 are applicable to the Dresden 
2 reload fuel.i A principle design change for this reload 8 x 8 fuel 
is the use of 1eaf springs to minimize the bypass flow area between the 
fuel assembly shroud and the lower end fitting. The effect of this 
design change is discussed below.  

Our safety evaluation of this reload (Reload No. 1) for the Dresden 2 
core is based on the licensee's application as amended, and on informatioý 
contained in a GE topicatlreport, NEDO-20360( 3 ) referred to In the 
application. The NEDU-20369 report is still being evaluated by the 
staff for use as a topical. ;'Our use of that report in this analysis 

CI~~t '-,'j Ce" , ce .. ýY O r -h A 
Authority to load but not operate with Reload I fuel was approved y by 
Aimendment No. 5. Change No. 31 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-19 r 
dated December 5. 1974.  

EVALUATION 

The reference core Dresden 2 Reload I consists of S03 initial 7 x 7 
fuel assemblies and forty 7 x 7 reload fuel assemblies and one hundred 
sixteen 8 x 8 reload fuel assemblies which are scatter loaded throughout 
the core. Four fuel assemblies surrounded by control blades will contain 
only one 8 x 8 reload fuel assembly. This loading scheme assures that, 
in the core interior, the higher enrichment 8 x 8 reload fuel assembly 
will be ¶paired& with three lower powered exposed 7 x 7 fuel assemblies.  
No significant fuel loading asymmetries will exist.  

The Regulatory staff's review(l) of the mechanical design of the 8 x 8 
reload fuel assemblies concludes that the background of experience compiled 
by the General Electric Company is sufficient to enable GE to design fuel 
rods of new design with confidence in their durability. In addition 
the 8 x 8 fuel assemblies for Dresden 2 are of similar design to the 
8 x 8 reload fuel assemblies approved for use in Dresden 3 by Technical 
Specification Change 16 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-25.  
Because Dresden 2 and 3 operate at identical conditions and the fuels 
used are nearly identical, the evaluation of mechanical design discussed 
in our safetty evaluation for Technical Specification Change No. 16 to 
Facility Opeftting License No. DPR-25 is applicable to the 8 x 8 reload 
fuel assemblies for Dresden 2. The 8 x 8 fuel assemblies for Dresden 2 
are of similar design and material to the 7 x 7 fuel assemblies which
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rod, and misorientation of a fuel assembly. The calculated I4CHFR's during.  
a pump seizure accident are 1.08 and 1.17 for the 8 x 8 and 7 x 7 fuel 
assemblies respectively. Rod block monitors are used to maintain MCHFR 
above 1.05 in the event of a rod withdrawal error. These results are 
acceptable.  

The rod withdrawal error is discussed in the application for Dresden 2 
Reload 1 in terms of the worst case condition. The report shows that 
the local power range monitor subsystem (LPR1s) will detect high local 

,,,powers and alarm. However, if the operator ignores the 1PRM alarm, the 
'+t4block monitor.subsystem (RBM) will present rod movement at indtcated 
set, wints and therefore will prevent futl damage by maintaining 
NCHFR > .1.0.  

The application considers loading errors in which an 8 x 8 fuel assembly 
is placed in a>7 x 7 fuel assembly position and the 7 x 7 fuel assembly 
is placed in a Bx 8 fuel assembly position. The report states that no 
fuel damage would be incurred during subsequent reactor operation with 
the misplaced fuel bundles at the maximum permitted power. In all cases, 
the results of these analyses show that the fuel damage limits, i.e., 
a MCHFR of unity and a cladding strain of one percent, are not reached.  

On the basis of the above, we conclude that operation with the reload 
core will not result in exceeding fuel damage limits during anticipated 
transients for Dresden 2.  

Transient analyses have also been evaluated to determine the effect of 
Reload 1 on calculated primary system pressure transients. The limiting 
transient for these analyses Is the turbine trip without bypass. The 
application states that the transient analyses previously performed for 
the Dresden 3 reload core containing 7 x 7 and 8 x 8 fuel(4) are applicable 
to the Dresden 2 Reload I Cycle 4 core. We reviewed the parameters used 
for Dresden 3 in our safety evaluation for Technical Specification Change 
No. 16 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-25 atd found no significant 
differences from the parameters applicable for Dresden 2. We saociu 
that our previous safety evaluation for Dresden 3 reload is 1`iplicable-'- a 
to Dresden 2 Reload 1 jsfns, Dresden 2 reload core is acceptable.  

Accident Analysis 

The generic re-evaluation of accidents to account for the effects of 
8 x 8 fuel was discussed in the staff evaluation(l) and is applicable 
for Dresden 2. Plant specific aspects of the accident review were 
discussed in our evalt*ton, for the Dresden 3 reload for Technical 
Specification Change Nob 16 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-25.  
Because of the similarity of the reactors and reload fuel to Dresden 
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evaluation discussed in our safety evaluation for Technical Specification 
Change No. 16 to Dresden 3 was based on the Interim Acceptance Criterlao-"' 
Our evaluation of the ECCS with regard to 10 CFR 50.46 w44 be 4.:S-d 

~.rt heau~pUP WV u~ I opwflo. fa7Ccl 

PrOpgd Chans to Tecbnlca Specifications 

Although\the performance characteristics of the Reload I fuel are similar 
to previously authorized loadings, certain changes to the technical 
specificatlon4are necessary to accommodate this fuel. In addition, 
changes have bee made to the limitations related to APRM flux scram and 
rod block and to ttt core thermal safety limit.  

The changes consist ofC 

1. Changing LIGR limitst'elated to effects of fuel densification in 
the 7 x 7 and 8 x 8 Reload I fuel assemblies.  

2. Adding a maximum average p lanar LHGR curve related to the IAC for 
the 7 x 7 and 8 x 8 Reload'l fuel assemblies.  

3. Adding definitions for total peaking factor and limiting total peaking 
factor.  

4. Stating values for limiting total..peak factors for 7 x 7 and for 
8 x 8 fuel assemblies.  

5. Modifying the core thermal safety limit, Figure 1.1.1 to add a 
correction for high peaking factors for 8 x 8 fuel assemblies and 
to slightly increase the safety limit for 7 x 7 fuel assemblies with 
high peaking factors.  

6. Modifying the form of the APR4 flux scram and rod block for clarily, 
for conformity to the form presently used in other boiling water 
reactor technical speclfications and to set limitations associated 
with 8 x 8 fuel assemblies.  

The acceptability of these changes is discussed below: 

The local LtIR limits have been changed to incorporate the effects of 
fuel densification on the operation of the reload 8 x 8 and 7 x 7 fuel 
assemblies. The methods used to calculate appropriate limits to account 
for fuel densification harybeen previously approved by the staff for 
both 8 x 8 and 7 x 7 fuel). . The proposed specification assures that 
the maximum linear heat generation rate in any rod is less than the 
design linear heat generation rate even if fuel pellet densification 
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The maximum average planar LHGR curves related to the Interim Acceptance: 
Criteria for the 7 x 7 and 8 x 8 reload fuel assemblies have been added 
h ;i ta MO;.- Paragraph AG.46 .- 10 CfWatG ca noi 

rwgGefl-C is ~* 1 ~i. nwrAtemln i snuf ~ ~ t~s
"" Jeor K. The 

'methods used to calculate appropriate IAPLHGR limits related to the 
Interim A yptance Criteria are the methods previously approved by 

the' s taff~f . Ao~t ~ 

The proposed change in total peaking factor (TPF) recognizes that '> 
different TPF are used for the 7 x 7 and 8 x 8 fuel assembly designs.  
The limiting total peak factors (LTPF) of 3.05 and 3.01 have been 
proposed for 7.x 7 and 8 x 8 fuel assemblies respectively. The LTPFs 
are reference iatters used In ca~culating the core thermal safety 
limit, APR4 flux scram settings and APR14 rod block settings. The values 
of 3.06 and 3.01 are total peaking factors that would result in peak 
linear heat generation rates under 17.5 and 13.4 tv/ft in 7 x 7 and 8 x 8 
fuel assemblies, reopectively. If the peaking factors are above the 
LTPF the limits must be reduced, as proposed. to assure that the 
LHGR s remain acceptable. The values of 3.05 for 7 x 7 fuel is higher 
than the 3.0 reference peaking factor used previously and results in 
slightly higher core thermal safety limit for high peaking factors.  
However, the former reference peaking factor was based on a nominal value 
of peaking while the proposed limit is based on the design LHGR of 
17.5 be/ft. Therefore, the change from 3.0 to 3.06 is consistent with 
the analyses previously reviewed and accepted.

7Th 
�ŽorP4 
y� 

I

The change in format of the AM rod block and APR4 flux trip limits 
is consistent with the limitations generally used in other boiling 
water reactors. The format updates the setttngs and surveillance to 
reflect use of both 7 x 7 and 8 x 8 fuel assemýlies.  

CiOILUSION 

We have concluded, based on the considerations discussed above, that: 
(1) there is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the 
public will not be endangered by operation in the proposed mainer, and 
(2) such activities will be conducted in compliance with the Comulssion's 
regulations and the issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to 
the common defense and security or to the health and safety of the public.

Richard D. Silver 
Operating Reactors Branch #2 
Directorate of Licensing

Fredric D. Anderson, Acting Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #2 
Directorate of Licensing
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